Prop 2, The Utah Medical Cannabis (Marijuana) Act is a ballot proposition that will be decided by Utah voters in the November 2018 election. This 28-page act was drafted solely by the Marijuana Policy Project out of Washington DC. They don’t care about Utah Values and have specifically stated on their website that their ultimate goal is to have recreational marijuana in all 50 states.

Join the growing list of organizations and 77% of Utahns who oppose recreational marijuana
- Utah Prevention Coalition Association
- Utah Prevention Network
- Utah Medical Association
- Utah Narcotics Officers Assn.
- Utah Eagle Forum
- D.A.R.E. Utah
- Senator Orrin Hatch
- Sen. Gardner
- Mitt Romney
- Dr. Mike Kennedy
- Governor Gary Herbert & Lt. Governor Spencer Cox
- Utah Sheriff’s Association
- Utah Psychiatric Association
- The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
- Utah PTA
- Walter Plumb III

Watch the video, learn the Truth, and join us.
No2Prop2.com
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FOR 19 MONTHS, ANYONE CAN USE, POSSESS AND GROW MARIJUANA LEGALLY! 1

If Prop 2 passes, for 19 months between passage and the time that the Prop 2 is implemented, marijuana will be legal to posses and use. Law enforcement will no longer be able to enforce marijuana laws in our schools.

EDIBLES

A variety of products will be legal to be sold in dispensaries (the initiative's term for pot shops), including but not limited to gummies, brownies, cereals like "Frooty Loops" and "Cap'n Munch", cheetos-esque puffs, nuts, chocolate bars, mints and chocolate drops.

THE MARIJUANA IS NOT PRESCRIBED BY A DOCTOR OR SOLD IN A PHARMACY 2

Instead a doctor or others will recommend to the state that the patients receive a card issued by the state allowing them to shop at the marijuana dispensary (Pot Shop).

YOU DON'T SMOKE MEDICINE

The initiative bans smoking but then makes an exception if it lights below 750 degrees. Marijuana combusts at at 500 degrees.

NO WARNINGS OF SIDE EFFECTS.

Real medicine is required by law to include warnings of all side effects, including death.

NO SCIENCE ALLOWED 3

Availability of marijuana can not be limited for any reason, even if studies conclude marijuana use is more dangerous than currently known or ineffective in treating illness.

CANNABIS IS MARIJUANA

VOTE NO to PROPOSITION 2

WHOLE PLANT MARIJUANA IS A DANGEROUS PLANT.

It is not Medicine and it cannot be prescribed. The only reason to use Whole Plant Marijuana is to get high. Today's Whole Plant Marijuana has been genetically modified to increase the THC potency up to 1000%!

The Medical Cannabis Act (medical marijuana), allows for the distribution of whole plant marijuana which is either smoked, vapor, or eaten.

WE ARE AGAINST THE SALE AND DISTRIBUTION OF WHOLE PLANT MARIJUANA AND ITS EXTRACTS THAT ARE HALLUCINOGENIC.

However, both THC and CBD based extracts have been approved by the FDA and the State of Utah for certain medical conditions.

You can learn more about the dangers of Whole Plant Marijuana on our website: No2Prop2.com

3. Section 26-61-202(6).

INCREASED YOUTH SUICIDE RATES

One of the horrific consequences of marijuana use among young people is associated with higher levels of attempted suicide. Currently 1 in 14 Utah youth attempt suicide (2017 Utah Sharp Survey). Studies show that with regular use of marijuana, that statistic goes to 1 in 5 (20%).

INCREASED DUI'S AND CAR CRASHES

In states where marijuana is legalized, the number of drivers in Colorado intoxicated with marijuana and involved in fatal traffic crashes increased 88% from 2013-2015. This will impact our kids walking and driving to and from school.

YOUTH ADDICTION RATES

All Utahans should be concerned about the affects of marijuana on our youth. At least 1 out of 11 adolescents who try marijuana will end up addicted, and if usage begins in early teens, the addiction rate soars to 1 in 6.

MARIJUANA IS LINKED TO SCHOOL FAILURE

Students who smoke marijuana tend to get lower grades and are more likely to drop out of high school, compared with their peers who don't use.

YOUTH USE RATES IN STATES THAT HAVE LEGALIZED MARIJUANA OUTSTRIP THOSE THAT HAVE NOT